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A

MULTILINGUAL

MISSION

Dr. Robert Troyer shares
about new multilingual
signage in RWEC
Bailey Thompson | News Editor
After a great deal of planning and hard work,
the Richard Woodcock Education Center
unveiled several multilingual signs on Feb. 14.
All of the signs for elevators, lactation rooms and
restrooms were replaced with new signage, along
with the glass windows outside each department
office in the building.
The idea for these signs was one that a number
of people shared, but it was largely spearheaded
by Dr. Rob Troyer, linguistics professor and the
director of the Office of International Student
Academic Support, and Dr. Mark Girod, Dean
of the College of Education.

In talking with Dr. Troyer about how this
project came about, he reflected on an honors
linguistics class that he taught last year titled
“Language in Place”. He explained how he was
able to use the class as an opportunity to reach
out to people on campus about the idea, and
it was also how he learned that Dr. Girod had
already been thinking the same thing he was.
“It was really fortuitous that I had this class
at the same time,” said Troyer. “I think that us
inviting Mark to class and having (a) discussion
motivated him to be a little more proactive about
getting it done.”
With both parties on the same page, Troyer
stated that it wasn’t hard for Dr. Girod to put the
plan in action, being the dean of the college.
“That’s one good thing about a small
institution is when someone has an idea, and
other people think it’s a good idea, it’s pretty easy
to make it happen,” said Troyer.
When asked about the value he saw in having
multilingual signage around campus, Troyer
shared that there are two primary reasons to
value these signs.
“One reason is access, and to me that’s the
secondary reason. If people are using English as
their second language, it may be really helpful
for them to have their native language, so they
can find their way around and know what things

are,” said Troyer.
He also shared what he believes to be the
most important reason: “It’s really symbolic … it
represents — from the authority’s perspective —
the valuing of other languages and an inclusion
of multilingualism.”
With the multilingual signs that were put
up in RWEC, Troyer shared that, while it was
impractical to list every language that is spoken
at Western, their goal was to include a number
of the most widely spoken languages: Spanish,
Chinese, Arabic, and some of the signs have ASL
icons as well.
While Spanish has by far the largest group
of speakers on campus, Troyer shared that
these other languages also have a significant
representation in the community.
“Out of 215 international students, currently
about 60 percent are from China. And even
though there are different languages in China,
they use the same written language. So, anybody
from China is going to be able to read written
Chinese, whether they speak Mandarin or
Cantonese or a different Chinese language,” said
Troyer. He continued by stating that “about 20
percent of our international students are from
Saudi Arabia.”
Continued on back
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SUBMISSIONS
THE WESTERN HOWL
encourages readers to share their
opinion through letters to the editor
and guest columns. Submissions
must be typed and include the
writer’s name. Contact information
will not be published unless
requested. Unsigned submissions
will not be printed and original
copies will not be returned.
Letters to the editor may
be up to 300 words and guest
columns should not exceed 500
words.
THE
WESTERN HOWL
does not guarantee the publication
of all letters or columns. THE
WESTERN HOWL reserves the
right to edit for punctuation,
grammar, and spelling, but never
for content.
Please bring submissions
to THE WESTERN HOWL at Terry
House or email to howleditor@
wou.edu. Submissions must be
received by Monday at 5 p.m. to
be considered for print.
All
opinions
expressed
in columns, letters to the
editor or advertisements are
the views of the author and do
not necessarily reflect those of
THE WESTERN HOWL
or
Western Oregon University.

The new signs were designed and installed by a company in Salem
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Making the case for life

Pro-life speaker Jim Schultz
comes to Western

Bailey Thompson | News Editor
WOU Students for Life Club welcomed
Jim Schultz, a pastor and Ph.D. candidate,
to speak on Feb. 22 before a group of
community members, opening a scientific
and philosophical conversation about
abortion on Western’s campus.
Addressing a number of pro-life
arguments and offering a time for
questions, Schultz shared a presentation
titled “Making the Case for Life on
Hostile Turf ” that was designed to equip
individuals to engage in civil discourse at a
time when a number of people are quick to
dismiss pro-life arguments.
Before beginning any sort of conversation
about the legality and morality of abortion,
however, Schultz emphasized that it is
important that people on either side of the
debate have a full understanding of the
science of the unborn and the process of
having an abortion.
“When the abortion issue gets brought
up, pro-choice people don’t usually want to

Public
Safety
Blotter

talk about ‘what is the unborn’ and ‘what
happens to the unborn during an abortion’
as much as they want to talk about privacy,
women’s equality, reproductive rights,
reproductive health,” said Schultz. “Those
are the euphemistic terms used to take
us off the scent of ... what happens to
the unborn during an abortion. We are
saying that that is the primary issue and
those other issues, although important in
themselves, can’t rise to the level where it
makes it okay to kill an innocent person.”
Schultz also emphasized the belief that,
ultimately, the majority of arguments that
are made in favor of abortion are grounded
in the belief that a fetus is not a human
person. Using what he referred to as the
“trot out the toddler” test, Schultz shared
that arguments such as “anti-choicers want
to force poor women to bring another
child into the world” and “abortion allows
women freedom to pursue careers” would
not seem logical if it was being offered as
justification for killing a two-year-old. As
he described it, very few people would
morally support the killing of a child
just because they are living in poverty
or interfering with their mother’s career

opportunities.
From this point, Schultz said that it
is necessary for a pro-life individual to
provide evidence for the personhood of
the unborn. To this end, Schultz presented
a number of quotes from leading, secular
embryology textbooks that affirmed this
notion.

2 Date: Feb. 21, 2019

3

“The development of a human begins
with fertilization, a process by which
the spermatozoon from the male and
the oocyte from the female unite to
give rise to a new organism, the zygote,”
wrote T.W. Sadler in “Langman’s Medical
Embryology”, one of the works cited by
Schultz.
Schultz also offered a number of quotes
of those who practice abortion, conceding
that abortion intentionally kills living
human beings.
Continued on back
Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Schultz has a volunteer help demonstrate a concept from his presentation
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Date: Feb. 14, 2019
Time: 1:59 p.m.
Location: Werner University
Center
Incident: Campus Public Safety
responded to the WUC on an
active seizure

1

1 Date: Feb. 7, 2019

Time: 12:05 a.m.
Location: J Loop Parking Lot
Incident: Campus Public Safety
was possibly involved in a motor
vehicle accident
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Date: Feb. 13, 2019
Time: 8:10 a.m.
Location: Campbell Hall
Incident: Campus Public Safety
took a report on stolen property

4

Time: 9:30 a.m.
Location: Valsetz Dining Hall
Incident: Campus Public Safety
responded to an employee
injury at Valsetz

5
6

3 Date: Feb. 24, 2019

Time: 2:02 a.m.
Location: Ackerman Hall
Incident: Campus Public Safety
responded to a marijuana and
alcohol violation

6
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Date: Feb. 14, 2019
Time: 3:27 p.m.
Location: Academic Programs
and Support Center
Incident: Campus Public Safety
observed criminal mischief
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WOLVES SMOTHER THE
WILDCATS
Western tops Central
Washington on senior night

Photos by Paul F. Davis

Lake Larsen | Sports Editor

For the final time in the 2018-19
season, the Wolves took their homecourt on Feb. 23. Having beaten
Central Washington University early
in the season on Jan. 24, Western
knew their final match was a mustwin to finish their home-season off
right.
After a senior night presentation
for the departing members of the
team, the Wolves started to take it
to the Wildcats. Within minutes of
tipoff, the Wolves sank a couple of
baskets to jump out to a slim fourpoint lead. This minimal lead proved
to withstand the precision shooting
of Central Washington as the Wolves
clung to it. By midway through the
half, Western was able to build off of
their lead, pushing it to seven.
The Wildcats were nipping at
the heels of the Wolves throughout
the final minutes of the first half.
However, every comeback attempt
by Central Washington was met with
a barrage of shots by the Wolves.
Western’s lead was extended to
a double-digit margin with only
a handful of minutes left. But a
relentless final push by the Wildcats
shrank that lead to four by halftime.
The Wildcats were able to carry
the momentum they built in the
closing seconds of the first half
to the second. The once mighty
double-digit Western lead had been
diminished to a single point. This
miniscule lead was soon eliminated
as Central Washington took their
first lead of the game.
Less than 10 minutes remained
on the clock as the score stood
deadlocked at 51 each. After a good
free throw and a breakaway dunk, the
Wolves were back on top. And this
time, the Wolves wouldn’t surrender
their lead. Every shot by the Wolves
pushed their lead higher and higher.
The Wildcats had no answer for this
deadly finale by Western.
The Wolves had taken a tied game,
and 10 minutes later had beaten
the Wildcats by a huge 15 point
margin. Smiles could be seen across
the Western side as the Wolves had
blown away Central Washington 7762.
The Wolves finish their season
with two more matches against
Western Washington and Simon
Fraser before heading to the GNAC
Tournament.
Contact the author at howlsports@wou.edu

The Wolves led the the Wildcats for 35 minutes of the 40 minute game
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YELLOWJACKETS STING WOLVES
Western’s losing streak is
extended to six at the hands of
Montana State Billings

Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Lake Larsen | Sports Editor
Nearly a month after their last
meeting, the Wolves took the court again
against Montana State Billings on Feb.
21. With a disappointingly long fivegame losing streak hanging above the
team, Western was in desperate need to
end the spell. Sitting third from last in the
GNAC standings, the Wolves were ready
to attempt to pick up a much needed win.
The first quarter looked promising for
the Wolves, as they quickly jumped out to
the lead over the Yellowjackets. Efficient
passing helped push the Wolves to a
growing lead as the quarter’s time passed.
Montana State Billings was able to
post a short run of their own to narrow
Western’s lead, but the Wolves were
relentless with the rebounds to help
extend their lead to nine as the first
quarter closed.
With the momentum still swinging
their way, the Wolves offense came out

The Wolves currently sit at third to last in the GNAC standings

even stronger in the second quarter.
Western quickly scored a pair of baskets
to push their lead to more than double
that of the Yellowjackets. The Wolves
edge seemed to hover in the low teens
as the clock ticked to only a minute left

before the half. However, cracks began to
form as a pair of missed three-pointers
from the Wolves let the Yellowjackets to
narrow the gap to five.
The pendulum of momentum started
to slip away from the Monmouth women

Photo by Paul F. Davis

in the third quarter. The Wolves’ lead
began to follow a trend of one step
forward, two steps back as their fivepoint lead jumped to seven, only to be
cut to three just moments later. The
Yellowjackets eroded what was once
a double-digit Western lead. By the
end horn of the third, the Wolves were
down by one.
The fourth quarter was shaping
up to be an all out donnybrook as
the Yellowjackets and Wolves traded
baskets. The opening minutes of the
final quarter seemed to be anyone’s
game, but this slugfest ended as the
Wolves seemed to buckle under the
pressure. Two missed layups and a
missed jumper from the Wolves let
the Yellowjackets grab a lead they
wouldn’t let go.
The final minutes of the game
were a disaster for the Wolves as the
Yellowjackets sealed Western’s fate.
It took the Wolves over a quarter to
grow a double digit lead — Montana
State Billings was able to do so in just
three minutes. By the final whistle,
the Wolves’ losing streak pushed to
another high, falling 80-70.
Contact the author at howlsports@wou.edu

Western’s next home club sports match is by Men’s Rugby on March 2

CLUB SPORTS KNOW HOW TO WIN
Wolves end the weekend with
a 6-2 record
Lake Larsen | Sports Editor
Western’s Club Sports department has
been continually expanding with new
team after new team in the past two years.
One thing that these teams seem to have
in common — winning. This tradition
was proved true again as the Wolves club
sports took to their respective fields on
Feb. 23 and 24.
One of the teams competing was the
brand new Men’s Basketball Club. Just
weeks after being introduced as a member
of the club sports family, the team took
to the court in a multi-game tournament
at the University of Portland. With three

teams listed to play, the men knew their
games would be anything but easy.
Just as the basketball team took to the
court in Portland, the year-old Women’s
Soccer Club took to the pitch in Corvallis.
The tournament was a two-day event,
spanning the weekend. Just a year ago,
the Wolves took part in this tournament
for their first-ever game.
The last of the competing teams was
the Women’s Rugby Club on their home
turf in Monmouth. The Women’s team
has only played a handful of games due
to scheduling problems. Despite these
difficulties, the Wolves were still ready to play.
Scores began to ring in from all across
Oregon, and most scores followed a
familiar trend — Western wins.
The day started off with a disappointing

loss from Women’s Rugby, falling to the
University of Puget Sound on Feb. 23.
But the sorrows quickly shifted as the
basketball scores were posted.
Despite being only a few weeks
old, Men’s Basketball had beaten the
University of Oregon, Portland State
University and the hosting University of
Portland. This undefeated record caused
the Wolves to be named the tournament
champions — an amazing feet for a team
that was only an idea a few months ago.
The final games of the weekend were
to be played on the soccer pitch. The
first day of the Oregon State University
tournament was huge for the women,
as they took on both the first University
of Oregon team as well as the hosting
Beavers. With a relentless offense, the

wou.edu/westernhowl

Wolves blew past both teams to post
a 2-0 record on day one. The following
day, the Wolves took on the second
Oregon and Oregon State squads.
Again, the Wolves topped the hosting
Beavers, but fell at the hands of the
Ducks. After a strong showing, the
Wolves finished third overall in the
tournament.
With two of the three teams
competing being founded during
or after the previous school year,
Western’s club sports are a new force
to be reckoned with.
To become a member of a club sports
team, visit IMLeagues.com/wou/clubsports
Contact the author at howlsports@wou.edu
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WIZARD
WORLD PORTLAND
BRINGS TOGETHER

POP-CULTURE LOVERS AT THE

OREGON CONVENTION CENTER

City of Roses hosts comic
con, invites Jason Momoa and
Melissa Benoist
Chrys Weedon | Entertainment
Editor

Wizard World Comic Con’s 2019
celebrity guest list included the likes
of Jason Momoa, known for “Game
of Thrones” and “Aquaman”, Melissa
Benoist, star of “Supergirl”, and many
others. The Comic Con was held on the
weekend of Feb. 22-24 in the Oregon
Convention Center.
Wizard World is a comic convention
that provides fans and cosplayers an
opportunity to socialize and meet their
favorite superhero and sci-fi celebrities.
The convention also allows artists and
other vendors a chance to increase their

visibility within the community.
The Convention Center was teeming
with cosplayers and vendors on Feb. 22,
the first night of the convention. Many
characters made appearances in many
different iterations thanks to dedicated
fans that took the time to create their
own costumes. Among the characters
present were Jack Sparrow, Professor
Snape and Mad-Eye Moody, Mermaid
Man and Barnacle Boy and many others.
Even Darth Vader was there — wearing
a kilt, riding a unicycle, and playing the
bagpipes.
While attendees milled about the
ballroom waiting to meet and greet with
different celebrities, there were many
vendors to keep them company. Typical
t-shirt and collectable booths that attend
every street fair and convention were

there, but there was also a plethora of
artist booths present. Most any movie or
show imaginable was represented: there
was fan art, comic books (both originals
and collectibles) and most everything
else.
“I actually do comic conventions
and fandom conventions once every
two or three weeks, like, all year round,”
commented Misty Figs, an artist at the
convention. Figs makes stickers, pins
and online art through mistyfigsgiftshop.
com.
“I get to meet a lot of the people that
I interact with online, that buy my art or
give me ideas for art. So getting to put a
face to a twitter or instagram username
is really cool, and I’ve met a lot of artists
that way as well,” said Figs.
Aside from art vendors, there were

also sections with computers for gaming
and a virtual reality booth in which
volunteers could try a VR game. Several
tattoo booths were in attendance, one
of which was called “Ink Bus”: that was
a old bus turned studio. Another booth
was born out of a partnership between
Wizard World and Transition Project, a
Portland-based company, to put comic
books and other reading materials into
the hands of people transitioning out of
homelessness.
The Wizard World convention
brought together many people from
different walks of life that were able to
bond over a similar love of movies and
art. It has not yet been revealed if the
convention will return in 2020.

Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu

Photos by Chrys Weedon
Snape and Mad-Eye Moody from “Harry Potter” made an appearance

A Mandalorian from “Star Wars” could also be found roaming the conference
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DIVERSIFYING WESTERN’S
ARTISTIC LANDSCAPE

Three new mini-exhibits curated by the
Nat Turner Project showcase artists of
color
Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor

Nat Turner was a black man that led the 1831
Southampton County slave rebellion — the only largescale slave rebellion in American history. It is after
him that the Nat Turner Project is named, a project
whose goal is to give a voice to artists of traditionally
marginalized groups.
The two members of the Nat Turner Project are
Melanie Stevens and maximiliano. They state their
mission statement as follows: “NTP allows artists of
color to go beyond the usual initial expositions inherent
in presenting art borne of marginalized perspectives to
a dominant culture; allowing artists of color freedom
to create or express their own language within and
without the parameters of racial commodification or
designation.”
The project has recently introduced three new miniexhibits into the Cannon Gallery of Art in Campbell
Hall. Artists Carla Javier-Brea, Holland Andrews and
Alejandra Arias Sevilla are on display in the gallery,
which opened on Feb. 20.
“I think each of the artists, all of whom I’ve been long
time admirers of, are using print and illustration in these
really beautiful, soft, and intimate ways. Each of them,
of course, is very different,” said Stevens. “However, I
think the that the way Alejandra Arias Sevilla’s work
combines the formalities of print and language with
social engagement pairs nicely against the rhythmic
flow of Holland Andrews’ thoughtful studies of space
and body. And Carla Javier-Brea creates these amazing

characters that whisper of worlds past and future;
memories long gone but lingering on.”
Javier-Brea was born in Berkeley, California to a
Dominican family. Her passion for the Dominican
Republic’s history and mythology heavily influenced
the pieces hanging in the exhibit. “Criaturas que Nacen
del Viento” is a series of drawings that are, according
to the artist, “executed entirely in graphite, as a form
of meditation… a representation of childhood, natural
curiosity, and an embrace of the parts of our heritage
that modern day colonialism still looks to erase.”
Holland Andrews is a self-taught artist based in
Portland, OR, whose exhibit “Low Synth Bass” focuses
on representations of the human body and ponders on
the nuances of being seen. Andrews’s illustrations are
simultaneously minimal and emotional.
The exhibit’s program writes: “frequently highlighting
themes surrounding visibility, vulnerability, and
identity, Andrews chooses to create a world in which
subversion of the status quo is seen for its elegance and
power.”
Alejandra Arias Sevilla is a Mexican artist who is also
based in Portland, OR. Her work “los susurros de mi
ser” focuses on: “the limbo and duality of two opposing
identities.” Sevilla’s pieces are done in letterpress and
consist of stories and poems in both her native Spanish
and in English, touching on the reality of code-switching
and hiding parts of her identity in order to assimilate.
The intricacy of Sevilla’s work reflects the experience of
intersection of two cultures and two identities.
“Garima Thakur gave us this amazing opportunity,
and we have been fans and following the work of Carla,
Alejandra, and Holland … and love to be able to exhibit
it and pay them,” commented maximiliano.

An opening reception was held for the exhibit on Feb. 20

Photo by Paul F. Davis

Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Accomplished pianist visits Smith Hall

Roberts is currently writing his fourth book, “Reading Liszt”

Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu

Paul Roberts brings Debussy and Liszt to
a Western audience
Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor

Paul Roberts can be described as many different
things: a writer, lecturer, teacher and pianist. Piano
expert Bryce Morrison wrote that “Paul Roberts is an
exceptional musician, a fine and deeply sensitive pianist,
teacher and an author of the greatest distinction.”
Morrison added that “his books on Debussy and Ravel
are quite simply the most outstanding and perceptive I
have read.”
Roberts has regularly performed in Portland since
1999, according to his website paulrobertspiano.com.
Roberts is the artistic director for the international
piano summer school, Music at Chateau d’Aix, in
France, and also teaches at the Guildhall School of
Music & Drama in London. Roberts has written three
books and is in the process of writing a fourth.
On Feb. 20, Paul Roberts came to perform in Smith
Music Hall. In a performance of two acts, Roberts
played selections by Debussy, Liszt and Albeniz.

wou.edu/westernhowl

The first half of the performance consisted of pieces
composed by Debussy, an Impressionist composer from
the late nineteenth century. The second act consisted
of compositions from Liszt and Albeniz. Liszt is a
composer from the Romantic era; Albeniz, the postRomantic era.
Before each section, Roberts explained the
individual pieces he was going to play, so the concert
was a mixture of lecture and actual performance. On
Portland Piano International’s website, portlandpiano.
org, founding artistic director Harold Gray wrote that
Roberts’s “public lectures immerse the listeners in a
magical world of images and ideas … his communicative
abilities, whether as performer, writer or teacher, are
without equal.”
Roberts’s playing style is passionate and highly
expressive. His’ clear enthusiasm for his work brings
to mind the concept of “a calling.” Roberts plays with
his entire body and moves along with the pieces he
plays. He paints a clear picture with his musicality and
captivated the audience with his lecture of the history
behind each piece.
Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu
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How to approach an unhealthy
relationship with porn
Paul F. Davis | Managing Editor

When looking at the numbers, it’s clear that people
like porn… a lot. According to the American Addiction
Centers, more than 184 thousand dollars are spent
every minute on porn. With our society’s ease of access,
this spending is not going to stop ー it’s probably only
going to increase.
Not only is it easy to access porn, but it is also more
affordable and anonymous than ever before. Back
when our parents were our age, the main means for
purchasing porn was through some adult shop or by
asking the person behind the mini-market counter
for a Playboy. Now, any 11 year old with an unfiltered
access to the internet can go online and find porn they
could never even think to look up with one search of
Pornhub.
It’s not that 11 year olds are the only people
using porn. In reality, a large number of people
are consuming porn. The American Psychological
Association’s “Handbook of Sexuality and Psychology”
states that between 50 percent to 99 percent of men and
30 percent to 86 percent of women have used porn in
their lifetime. For many people, it can be a safe place to
explore sexual fantasies alone or with a sexual partner
in a new, interesting way. But for some, statistically
men, porn usage can take a person down a dark, lonely
path.
In an article titled “Is Internet Pornography Causing
Sexual Dysfunctions? A Review with Clinical Reports”

Photo by Ashlynn Norton

authored by Brian Clark and associates from 2016 in
the Journal of Behavioral Sciences, men are reporting a
sharp rise in erectile dysfunction, delayed ejaculation,
decreased sexual satisfaction and diminished libido
during partnered sex that cannot be explained by
traditional causes. Although a direct line of causation
has not been made to porn usage, a strong correlation
has been documented.
In 1999, 5 percent of sexually active men, ages 18 to
59 had erectile dysfunction. By 2011 that same statistic
had shot up to 28 percent according to the same article
by Brian Clark. A major change in men’s sexual lives
in that time was access to easy, anonymous and cheap
porn.
What’s important to know is that it’s not anyone’s
fault if they are having these problems. This is what porn
does to your mind. Due to the huge dopamine dump
that is associated with porn use, the brain fundamentally
changes at the neuronal level which was found in the
study “Brain Structure and Functional Connectivity
Associated With Pornography Consumption”, and
change is associated with tainted sexuality, increases
secrecy, makes for less intimacy and increases the
likelihood of depression. But the brain is plastic, it can
change.
This problem doesn’t just affect the one addicted. It
affects partners, too. Imagine a situation where you’re
about to have sex with your partner, and they just can’t
seem to get aroused. For many, their thoughts then go
straight to “they must think I’m not enough” and that
stays with them, that hurts them.
This story isn’t just anecdotal. Sex researchers Destin
Stewart, Ph.D. and Dawn Szymanski, Ph.D found in

LIFESTYLE

THE
NEGATIVE
EFFECTS

their 2012 study that “(female partners) experienced
lower self-esteem, poorer relationship quality and
lower sexual satisfaction” while in this position.
For those that think they may have a problem,
the important thing to know is that it can be
controlled, and help is available. Although there
isn’t a scientifically proven way to treat an unhealthy
relationship with porn, one way to start is by being
honest and kind with yourself and accept that the
problem exists and it can be controlled. Then, look
for accountability; for those that have a sexual
partner, be open with them about what’s going on so
they won’t beat themselves up over something that
they can’t control, and so they can help.
For those that don’t have a partner, support can
be found from where the problem likely came from:
the internet. There is an app called Fortify which
provides support groups and that will help you create
goals for yourself, monitor habits and congratulate
you when porn use is reduced.
For those looking for resources that are on
campus, Abby’s House is an option which is in the
Werner University Center, Room 106. They can be
contacted via email at abbyshouse@wou.edu, called
at 503-838-821 or reached in person from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Also, the Student Health and Counseling
Center always takes on new students; they can be
reached at 503-838-8000 or in person from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
So, be kind with yourself, know that recovery
is possible and know that if you have an unhealthy
relationship with porn you deserve more from your
sexuality than a computer screen.
Contact the author at pfdavis14@wou.edu

According to Huffington Post, “18% of all men either think that they are addicted or are unsure if they are addicted to pornography”
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SPRING BREAK ON A BUDGET
Simple ways to make
vacations more affordable

Rebecca Meyers | Lifestyle Editor

According to Forbes, tickets for summer should be booked about 90 days in advance for cheapest options

Spring Break is quickly arriving,
making it hard to focus on
the finals to come. Some have
already started their planning,
but for some, finances can
be an enormous hinderance.
This is especially true of air
travel. Flying is the fastest and
often easiest way to travel long
distance, especially for students
wishing to return to family for
the break. However, it’s also the
most expensive way to travel.
Fortunately, there are a few
ways to budget and be prepared
enough to create an affordable
vacation.

Be aware of timing: Most plane tickets

become more expensive as the flight time
approaches, meaning booking them as far
in advance as possible is usually the cheapest
way to go. According to Forbes, the exact
number of days to buy in advance for the
most affordable tickets varies by the season,
but it’s usually around seven weeks.

Consider connecting flights:

It’s not
always ideal, but it’s often cheaper to endure
a layover. Depending on the place, a longer
layover can be an opportunity to explore a
new city; this typical inconvenience could
easily be made into an exciting part of your
vacation.

Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Don’t forget the rest of the trip:

Gas, rental cars, taxis and hotels might
not be the biggest expense, but they can
add up quickly. Finding the airport closest
to the hotel, or vice versa, arranging for
transportation to the airport ahead of time
and researching the different modes of
transportation of the place you’re going to
are all ways to cut down on the costs of the
rest of the trip. Also, bringing everything
possible rather than buying the needed
toiletries or other things can help cut
expenses in places that have sales tax.

Consider other fees:

While a ticket
might seem the cheapest in a side-by-side
comparison, these often don’t factor in
additional expenses. It can be worth it to
include checking all fees as part of the research
into which airline to choose. For example, if
you need to bring extra luggage, something
to consider might be which airlines charge
the most for additional baggage.
Vacations can be a struggle when they feel
out of reach due to the overall costs. However,
the right amount of planning can make a
worthwhile holiday possible.
Contact the author at howllifestyle@wou.edu

MAKING THE MOST
OF GROUP PROJECTS

Every term, students across campus
have to tackle what’s considered one
of the biggest challenges of college:
group projects. Often worth a
significant number of points, group
projects can be incredibly frustrating
for a number of reasons. However, as
they are often inevitable, the skills to
finishing them in an effective manner
are important to learn.
One of the biggest challenges can
be communication, or lack thereof.
Not knowing when someone intends
to finish their part, if they need any
help or not or if they are even still in

the class — yes, it has happened before —
can make the project much more stressful
than it needs to be. Unfortunately, we
can’t control anyone’s communication
except our own. Making a conscious
effort to clear up any misunderstanding
at the very least ensures that there will be
a reduced chance of a mixup.
Sometimes, that mixup will occur
anyway, which brings us to our next
point. Another big source of stress is
when other group members don’t seem
to pull their weight. No one wants their
grade to suffer, but no one wants to be
unsure of how much work they really

have to put into it. I have witnessed many
people stress over whether or not to work
on an unfinished portion of a project
that wasn’t assigned to them. Fortunately,
many professors are fully aware that this
sometimes happens. Making a plan to talk
to the professor instead of continuously
trying to contact an unresponsive group
member makes it easier to focus on your
assigned part of the project and leave
behind a lot of stress.
Less common, but still prevalent, is the
occasional tendency of leadership styles
or ideas to clash in divisive ways. These
are those “pick your battles” instances
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How to survive difficult group
assignments
Rebecca Meyers | Lifestyle Editor

that are often raised: is it worth fighting
someone else’s idea if you think it won’t
get as good of a grade? This dilemma
surfaces every so often, and there’s no
easy answer to it. The organization of the
group is something to consider, however.
If there’s enough solid leadership within
the group that whatever topic that’s
chosen can be made to work, it might be
worth it just to roll with the group.
Many people dread having to face
group work every term. Sometimes we
get lucky and the members work well
together, but other times we have to
make the best of the situation.
Contact the author at howllifestyle@wou.edu
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Horoscopes

This Week in
Completely Made Up
- TA U R U S -ARIES3/21-4/19

Everyone else may be cold, but you’re
the smart one staying warm because
you still haven’t put your Christmas
sweaters away yet.

-CANCER6/21-7/22

What did you do without me? Telling
you what to expect from your life every
week? Maybe that’s what I was telling
you...

-LIBRA9/23-10/22

Sorry, the stars are closed today due
to snow.

4/20-5/20

Sorry the stars abandoned you for so
long. We thought you’d be okay on
your own, but I guess not.

-LEO7/23-8/22

The Kool-Aid Man has some beef with
chicken strips.

SNOW! AHHHHHH!!11!!1!

5/21-6/20

The stars predict that you will come
across a large sum of money this week.
Like 50 or 60 cents or something.

-VIRGO8/23-9/22

Ok if we don’t get at least one more
snow day this term the stars will literally
throw a fit. Not cool, weather. Not cool.

- S C O R P I O - - SAGITTARIUS10/23-11/21

Burn it down, Scorpio. BURN IT
DOWN.

- CAPRICORN- - AQUARIUS12/22-1/19

-GEMINI-

1/20-2/18

I’m sorry, the stars are currently too
busy to deal with your problems…
please leave your message after the
beep.
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11/22-12/21

You can sleep when you’re dead,
Sagittarius. Deal with it.

- PISCES2/19-3/20

A bean walks into a room. It’s actually a
cat. Interesting. Don’t judge a word by
its letterS, Y’ALL.

Compiled By The Western Howl Staff
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WHEN JUST
DOING THE
MINIMUM ISN’T
ENOUGH
Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Western has a long way to
go before it’s considered truly
accessible
Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor
Western Oregon University is privileged enough
to have a disability services office that is fairly visible
on campus and that is committed to giving students
accommodations. The Office of Disability Services

offers services such as test proctoring, housing
accommodations, note taking services and provides all
of the interpreters on campus. The buildings and layout
of campus, however, leave accessibility wanting.
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Western has existed since 1856, as many of students
have heard during their tours and orientations. Although
the buildings on campus have gone through various
iterations and renovations since then, most of them
aren’t accessible to differently-abled students and faculty.
Many buildings have the very basic elements of an
“accessible” building, but simply meeting the base
requirements does not equal accessibility.
Even the Richard Woodcock Education building
— considered one of the most accessible buildings on
campus — has its issues. For example, the front doors
are automatic, but they open so slowly and irregularly
that they rarely make anyone’s life easier. Additionally,
you have to be so close to the doors to trip the sensor,
they almost whack you in the face on the way in. How is
that accessible?
The older buildings on campus present even more
accessibility challenges. Many buildings are so old that
their elevators and hallways simply aren’t big enough
for a wheelchair to fit in comfortably. Several buildings,
including Bellamy Hall, are only accessible to differentlyabled students around the back of the building, which
can cause extra time getting to and from a class. Extra
time aside, able-bodied students aren’t limited to using
one entrance or exit, so why should the burden be on
differently-abled students?
Older residence halls are also not accessible. I lived
in Landers Hall as a first-year, and it was difficult for
two people to walk past each other in the outdoor
stairwells and down the hallways because the paths were
too narrow. Barnum and Gentle have the same issue.
Landers doesn’t even have an elevator. In fact, many
of the older buildings on campus do not have clearly
marked elevators or signs indicating how to access them.
I can say with 100 percent certainty that there are even
more accessibility issues that I am not aware of because
I am privileged enough to not need to use the elevator
everyday, or have to worry about how wide a hallway is.
I can still see the glaring obstacles in the way of a truly
accessible campus.
An institution is not required to make accessibility
adjustments if they are considered an undue burden,
which means “significant difficulty or expense”
according to the ADA website, ada.gov. The undue
burden loophole is a way that many businesses and other
institutions try to dodge making themselves accessible
— I’ve learned all about it in my three years at Western.
So theoretically, the accessibility issues that Western has
could be brushed off as being an undue burden to fix.
However, seeing as the current renovation of Natural
Sciences is budgeted around $6 million, which can be
found through a google search on the university website,
I don’t think Western as an institution can claim that it is
out of their means to fix the issues they have.
For more information about parts of Western
that aren’t accessible and parts that are, students can
attend a tour through the Office of Disability Services
Wednesday, Feb. 27 from 12-1 p.m. The tour is led by
student Vanessa Rice and is meeting in the Willamette
room the the Werner University Center.
Contact the author at cweedon16@wou.edu
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WOU
STUDENTS
FOR LIFE
Continued from page 2

“I think we have deluded ourselves into believing
that people don’t know that abortion is killing,”
stated former Planned Parenthood president Faye
Wattleton in a MS Magazine article titled “Speaking
Frankly”.
If these things can be established, then Schultz
concluded that “there is no essential difference
between the embryo you once were and the adult
you are today that justifies killing you at that
earlier stage of development. Differences of size,
level of development, environment and degree of
dependency are not good reasons for saying you
could be killed then but not now.”
However, Schultz repeatedly emphasized one
thing: there is never a good reason not to be
loving and gracious to people when you talk with
them about abortion. Whether someone has had
an abortion or holds a strong contrary opinion, it
is better to approach the situation in a way that is
loving people, not judging them.
If students would like to learn more about the
WOU Students for Life, they can contact the club’s
president, Gemma Cowan, at gcowan15@wou.edu
Contact the author at howlnews@wou.edu

SIGNAGE
Continued from page 3

In reflecting on how he hopes that having more
multilingual signage will make a difference at
Western, Dr. Troyer had modest expectations.
“I don’t expect it to make a huge impact. It’s
a subtle impact, and it’s a subtle reinforcement
for the university’s mission for inclusion and
multilingualism and globalization,” said Troyer. “It’s
a way to make the face of the university match the
goals that we have.”
Moving forward, Troyer shared that he has
hopes of finding many other ways to incorporate
multilingual signage at Western. He also has
one other plan actively in the works: to have
multilingual signage at the 2019 commencement
in June. In addition, he intends to conduct research
about the way that this new signage in RWEC is
being perceived by different cultural groups around
campus.

Photo by Caity Healy

MULTILINGUAL

Contact the author at howlnews@wou.edu
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Each of the department offices in RWEC have a new multilingual sign next to it
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